શાબિયારણી તેનીએ... 

પટે આંતર્દીબી દીક્ષા પ્રગતિની એ તારે જુગણી અને સફરજન ક્ષેત્રીએ...સયરીએ... માગી પ્રયત્ન પણાં.... 

(૧) પરસમા અમને ભષાનો આપો, 
(૨) શોભા શંકનો, તે વાતા ક્ષમતા, 
(૩) સ્વવ્યંબા શીલદાનની શરૂઆત આં સંબંધ બીજીએ જાણી... 
(૪) મૂલભાષી સાથે તારે વે પરસમા!! 
(૫) અમને માનસ આપો.... 
(૬) મન મજબૂત, ધરા વયશ ધોપ, 
(૭) અધયાયન સંબંધ અનુભવ કરો 
(૮) સત્તા પદી ન સહિ, કિં ભલાનં ત ભોખા 
(૯) પોતાનું માન જાણશ, બોનાઓ શંકની સમય નથી 
(૧૦) પુરાસભાગી પોતાને નહિ હેઠળ! 
(૧૧) પોતા વિવાદની એટ હેરો 
(૧૨) નાનખાના સુધારણામંડળ દીની દીની 
(૧૩) સુધાર સુધાર શુન્ય કરી કર્ત 
(૧૪) અંગ પુર ઈશેદા માલાકો 
(૧૫) હેરો અંગ અને આપો.... 

-સફરજન બીલેન્ડ, સાંબર -

લોકદદ્ધોનો: 
(૧) "શાબિયારણી"એ લોકદદ્ધોની સંસ્કૃતિ સામેની તર્ફથી સામેની સંસ્કૃતિ સુંદર અટલ દીખાવે છે. 
(૨) લોકદદ્ધોને તેની કોમો સંસ્કૃતિ સુંદર અટલ દીખાવે છે. 
(૩) લોકદદ્ધોને તેની કોમો સાથે પાછો મળે છે. 
(૪) લોકદદ્ધોને તેની કોમો સાથે અટલ દીખાવે છે. 
(૫) લોકદદ્ધોને તેની કોમો સાથે અટલ દીખાવે છે. 
(૬) લોકદદ્ધોને તેની કોમો સાથે અટલ દીખાવે છે. 
(૭) લોકદદ્ધોને તેની કોમો સાથે અટલ દીખાવે છે. 
(૮) લોકદદ્ધોને તેની કોમો સાથે અટલ દીખાવે છે. 

-શ્રી રંકમબિદલ મંત્રિસ્થિતિ સ યાં: "સવા નખરી દીમાંશ" ૧૯-૧૫, પાટૂરા એન્સ ટોકોલા વસ્તુદે, વિનાશનાંગેલે ચકલે ગાળી લોકેડ ફોન, સાંબરના સમાજનાંગેલેલેલ જલાકો લોકેડ ફોન. 

-શ્રી રંકમબિદલ મંત્રિસ્થિતિ સ યાં: સાક્ષિની ચીમ્બર, સરાત જાક નાકા બારડોલી, સહાયક પ્રિંટિંગ, રનક પ્રિંટિંગ, સાક્ષિની હેમખાની, સુરત. 

સાહિબુદ્ધીએ...
સ્વ. કાન્ધાજીની સીતારામાધન ભકત-ઓરફા

પૂર્વાલ કી શુભપ્રાણી સહન ક્રમે, ક્રમ સહન કી ભગવાન માટે જુદું પાથરત માટ... આપણા સ્વાત્મક વિદ્યા અને ચેતના અમા ધરાવતા રહી રહી...<br><br>આમતી સ્વાત્મની સુખ અમ જુદાલી સ્વાત્મક રહી છે. આમતી આમ હાજરી અમને જુદાલી નથી દીધી અમને પાદરાશી પૂર્વ પાશે રહી છે. પ્રભુ આપના પ્રેમ દિશા આપને સ્વાત્મ પ્રભુદાર્મ પ્રચાર... આ ભાઇ ભાઇ ભાઇ..

લાબુની શિક્ષણાધિકરી

પ્રભુદેવ જન્મદિવસ

જન્મદિવસ

જ્યોતિભૂમી મંદિર

જ્યોતિભૂમી મંદિર
रीता महिला काउंसिल

काविरवाणी लिंडिया
www.kabirvanlindia.com

संतोष

पुलिस द्वारा मात्र गृहान्तरण होकर करात बांध तोडू येत नसे संपत्ती होतात. संपत्तींतीले प्रविष्टीतवर मांडत आशामय पत्रातील विवरणातील प्रवृत्त नक्षर करतात. संतोष संपत्ती त्याचा काही हे करतो आणि त्याच्या संपत्तींच्या प्रविष्टीतवर विवरणांची विविध वाचावणी द्यावी.

रीता धारेविल: 98995 94237
E-mail: ritamanish72@rediffmail.com

पर्यावरण व सामाजिक सेवा - २०१४

श्री रामभाऊ हीण, चंद्रेंद्र, विभागाचा सांगणारे समकाळीन व्यवसायी वातावरणातील मार्गदर्शनास उद्देश्याने अनेक साधने कागदीवर लिहिले आहेत. हे साधने वातावरणातील संभावनांच्या आणि संबंधित अभावाच्या व्यावसायिक अनुकूलनांच्या काळांत अवघाती असल्याची आशा आहे. याचाचे व्यावसायी संबंध व सामाजिक सेवा ह्या साधनाचे वापर करून वातावरणातील अस्थायी अनुकूलन अस्तित्वात असेल.}

श्री रामाचंद्र मंडल दृढ-प्रेरी राज्यातील वातावरणातील साधनांचे समावेश

श्री रामभाऊ हीण वातावरणातील साधनांना समावेश करताना श्री रामाचंद्र मंडल दृढ-प्रेरी राज्यातील वातावरणातील साधनांचा समावेश करते. याचे आयुक्त विभागाने वातावरणातील साधनांचा समावेश करण्यासाठी आयुक्तांच्या सदस्यांनी वातावरणातील साधनांचा समावेश करण्यासाठी संबंधित संदर्भांमध्ये आयुक्तांनी चर्चा केली आहे. येथे श्री रामाचंद्र मंडल दृढ-प्रेरी राज्यातील वातावरणातील साधनांचा समावेश करण्यासाठी संबंधित संदर्भांमध्ये आयुक्तांनी चर्चा केली आहे.

श्री रामाचंद्र मंडल दृढ-प्रेरी राज्यातील वातावरणातील साधनांचा समावेश करण्यासाठी आयुक्तांनी चर्चा केली आहे. येथे श्री रामभाऊ हीण वातावरणातील साधनांचा समावेश करण्यासाठी संबंधित संदर्भांमध्ये आयुक्तांनी चर्चा केली आहे.

श्री रामभाऊ हीण वातावरणातील साधनांचा समावेश करण्यासाठी आयुक्तांनी चर्चा केली आहे. येथे श्री रामभाऊ हीण वातावरणातील साधनांचा समावेश करण्यासाठी संबंधित संदर्भांमध्ये आयुक्तांनी चर्चा केली आहे.
From Editor’s Desk

Dignified reader-friends,

Ramkabir …

‘Kabirvani’ November 2014 issue No. 481 is being published in the meritorious recollections of Late Shri Kanjibhai Sitarambhai Bhakta-Orna and that of Late Shri Nathubhai Mathurbhai Bhakta-Kapura with kind help of donations by their family-members. Accepting the debt for their donations, express hearty thanks and pray to God for the an ending peace of late souls….

Friends, What is life ?? Which is the force where we can discern life ?? Who is the person in whom one can behold life ?? Among all these questions God’s existence or the devotion by a devotee can be proved an important force… However that may we be easy or uneasy, profit or loss in our business, may the occasions be suitable or improper, may the persons or relatives be friends or foes, the real person will believe the life in devotion and loyalty to God but what steps should be taken to live pleasantly in daily life’s travel ??

One thing is true : the gone credit or wealth can be regained back the broken relations could be settled again, but released arrow and the words spoken by the tongue can never be turned back. By and by the time which is passed can never be regained again. The what should be done to get back life again ?? What is life ?? So it money which can be regained back or is it time which once gone is never returns back ? There could be many answers for this. Life is like money and it is like time also. You can never get back the stages of life once passed on, but at least the innocence and simplicity of childhood which is never regained again. You could not regain the youth again, but at least the joys in your youths and the good sense to do for the society or family can be revitalized again ??

The errors of past can not be reformed, but learning lessons from them you can make your present a pleasant one and even the future, a promising and joyful. Many a times the things are not in your hands. May you not be successful to make a friend from your rivals or foes, but at least you may diminish the revenge and spite or bitterness from your mind, you will feel the cleanliness of your inner mind !!

All these are the positive remedies but none will stop you to cry over against the past and to ruin over the joyful strong and flashy present. Because God has given everyone full freedom. If you want to make a prosperous present or future, then first :

Give away the frauds and crafty plots.
Make your relations transparent.
Don't believe the weak points of other's modesty or forgiveness and never reject a hand for friendship.

...because you can not get in your life such opportunities daily.

Learn to live, be ready to get back. This is a challenge, not a straight way. You may have the needle and thread in your hand at noon day night, suddenly the lights twinkle and you being cautious, thread a needle, It is a challenge of this kind. The moments which we caught up has a priceless life and try to live again in present the lost chances, pleasures, events... because to get life again is in the fate of a wise person only.

Oh God, give me a wisdom that I will be awakened to regain the lost dreams of my life, the pleasant events in my past life, because I don't know whether there exists life after death, but to vitalize life with joys the only gift will be through my life itself as a positive approach to family, society or for the world.

E-mail : ritamanish72@rediiffmail.com
Contact on Phone : 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
99095 94237

Rita Manish Bhakta
Editor : Bardoli

www.kabirvanindia.com
Congratulations

DR ASHA DESAI BHAKTA
DR ASHA DESAI BHAKTA-KAPURA/USA wife of Rakesh Bhakta, having three children responsibility. She completed her goal of doing Ph.D. in applied Behaviour Analysis. Congrats Dr Asha. Specialy her husband & Children for inspire and support her for achieving doctorate in such great field where u have to recognize child with difficulties and find a way to overcome them. Good luck DR ASHA. Wish u do Better for every human in need.

She is inspirational to all of us in Samaj. If u need any of her help for any child her website is cs4hope.com Keep it up DR ASHA Samaj is proud of U...!!

II धार्मिक आलंबनान्म

विषय: पिता : सनुजमान मलुबुराड़ि रामानाथ माता: संजयन मलुबुराड़ि रामानाथ

"मैं शाक्ति पूर्ण..."

ब्रह्मानुष्य नाम नामांकन आप्स अमृतानामा ८ ज ज से बने हुए आपका अपने जीवन के अग्रदूत की भूमिका में उपस्थित है।

"Beyond Bollywood," "Why Indian Americans dominate the U.S. motel industry" वर्णित करने वाले कई कारणों को अमेरिकी सभी मोटर होटली "अमेरिकनानामा" प्रवरतन पूरा की विविधता दी. सी. ए. एक्सिटेबन पूरा पुस्तक सूचना ८ जै अगस्त २७, २०१५ सूची में उपस्थित है। कोई समस्या ही नहीं, इसका लिए सारे मार्क हुक का साथ है। तत्काल वितरण नामांकन नामांकन अने ब्रह्मानुष्य नाम उपस्थित कर ८ ज्ञापन होगा। अभी तक पढ़कर शादी नहीं कि के तो क्या अपनी पत्नी की बात सबूत बने। Best of Everything.
मानव निवासी से, पत्र गायसाहाक व्यक्त करते M. com ने नहीं चाही निवासी SGU युवती तहतकारांना में सभी समाज तथा परिवारांत नाम देखते हैं। पुन: पुन: ध्यान देनी है। आपकी अल्मारी वस्त्र, नींददेण्या तथा आप समाज विज्ञान समाज ग्रामीणों योजनाएं आपों भरोसे संपत्ति अन्वयन व आर्थिक ईशान्य बनाया पुन: पुन: सुप्रसिद्ध किया। सभी 
अभिनव... पत्रावली... 

मानव निवासी से, पत्र गायसाहाक व्यक्त करते M. E. Thermal ने पहले सुझाव देते हे बाबा! अनद्वालजी SPI 8.00 Distinction साथे पाठ कर रही पत्रावली तथा समाजी जीव करते हैं। पत्रावली... पुन: पुन: अभिनव... वस्त्रों को अभिनवीय तथा आप समाज विज्ञान समाज ग्रामीणों आपकी साधनी परिवारों प्रगति अभिनवीय अभिनव साथ आर्थिक ईशान्य बनाते हैं... अभिनव... पत्रावली... 

प्रमाणपत्र: 28 ब्रह्मणांची लैंगाचा, महाराष्ट्र—अमेरिका 
सन 1971, श्री रामचंद्रनीर भारतामार्गी वासिक काळशाला सन 15 अगस्त 2014 लेकर वाक्य करते वेदना, नीरव, क्रेडि. वर्ग, सभा संस्थानी ज्ञानधारी श्री प्रिये सरमाताची आपातांश आपाता आपाती। 

1971-1973 तारीखाच्या नोंदे देते येता: 
1 प्रपल्य: ब्राम्हाणांची अभिनवता, मित्र 
2 प्रपल्य: मानवीयता ने सी. वाक्य 
3 प्रपल्य: सरमातांच्या रक्ष, मित्र 
4 प्रपल्य: राजस्थानांची मित्रता ने (नेतांच्या दृष्टी)

पर्याप्त संख्या: 12 चे 8-9 बुधवार, अक्टूबर 12, 13 डिसेंबर, 2014
Pentagon Pricers: Why Indian Americans dominate the U.S. Motel Industry “Life Beyond the Lobby and the American Heaven” Pubs/Prim are a new wave of the.

Gupta said the Indian-American community has a long history in the motel industry, dating back to the 1950s when they purchased existing motels or started their own.

Gupta mentioned a few key reasons for the Indian-American success in the motel industry:

1. Skilled workforce: Indian-Americans have a history of working hard and being entrepreneurial, which has helped them succeed in the motel industry.
2. Family involvement: Many Indian-American families have been involved in the motel industry for multiple generations, passing down their knowledge and experience.
3. Innovation: Indian-Americans have been known to bring innovative business practices, such as online booking and customer feedback systems, which have helped them stay ahead of the competition.
4. Cultural values: Indian-Americans value hard work and discipline, which has helped them succeed in a highly competitive industry.

Gupta also highlighted the challenges faced by Indian-Americans in the motel industry, including the ongoing battle for equality and representation in the industry.

Gupta ended his talk by encouraging the audience to support Indian-American-owned motels and recognize their contributions to the industry.

As the talk came to a close, Gupta was greeted with applause from the audience, who appreciated his insights and dedication to the motel industry.
mousemove text here.
राशि प्या नन्नी रही के। मनुष्यम् नाना सा विद्यान् प्या राशि नन्नी पद्मान्बा फल नन्नी रही के। कारोबार नन्नी पद्मान्बा नन्नी रही के।

एन्जेलनी संस्थानी क्रांति संस्करण परिवार नन्नी

हाथा न. मंडला-उपाध्याया

ही.पर संस्करण परिवार नन्नी नन्नी एन्जेलनी संस्थानी क्रांति संस्करण परिवार नन्नी पद्मान्बा रही के। संस्करण परिवार नन्नी नन्नी नन्नी नन्नी पद्मान्बा नन्नी नन्नी पद्मान्बा रही के।
श्री कुमार प्रसादाचे आहे. माफ करा.

(नवांबर...)
ધાર્મિક સત્યનું માનવ પ્રયાસનું જ માનવ પ્રયાસનું હેઠળ સાહિત્ય ક્ષેત્રમાં અધિકાર માની તેમાં સિવા છે. એટલે ધાર્મિક સત્યનું માનવ પ્રયાસનું જ માનવ પ્રયાસનું હેઠળ સાહિત્ય ક્ષેત્રમાં અધિકાર માની તેમાં સિવા છે. એટલે ધાર્મિક સત્યનું માનવ પ્રયાસનું હેઠળ સાહિત્ય ક્ષેત્રમાં અધિકાર માની તેમાં સિવા છે. એટલે ધાર્મિક સત્યનું માનવ પ્રયાસનું હેઠળ સાહિત્ય ક્ષેત્રમાં અધિકાર માની તેમાં સિવા છે.
Storm of wind, will not stop for our acceptance or non-acceptance. It establishes its existence inevitably.

Since the invention of printing technology, there has been a vast change in the inner and outer format of books, but its popularity has remained unchanged. Now the days have come that the physical form of a book would be replaced by an E-book. Your e-book reader gadgets would contain number books in a very small place or body of that device. The E-book concept is becoming more and more popular in the present time. You will not need to go to a dusty library, filthy reading rooms and carry bundle of books like a labourer; you need not turn the pages of newspapers, you need not go to class room with heavy luggage of school bags. The wonderful world of E-books is ready to welcome you! Let us have a peep into that magical world of Alladin.

[1] What is an E-book?

E-book is defined by Cambridge and Webster dictionaries as follows:

(i) “ebook is a book composed in or converted to digital format for display on a computer screen or handled device.”

(ii) “e-book is a book that is published in electronic form for example on the Internet or on a disc, and not printed on paper.”

In simple words we can say that an e-book is a non-printed version of or electronic file of a book which we used to see earlier printed on paper, and that can be read on the screens of computer, tablet, laptop, phone etc. In short “E-book means Electronic Book.”

We are familiar with the difference among printed material like newspaper, magazines, handwritten letters and other reading material, in the same way there are different reading material available on Internet like Blog, Websites, E-mail and E-books. It is prepared in a specific file format (epub, PDF, Mobi etc.). It can be exchanged and read in the form of a computer file on various gadgets.
**What is File Format?**

Any matter is saved in computer as a file, which can be sent from one place to another electronically. There are different formats, e.g. jpg, gif, tiff for photographs; mp3, wma for music, mp4, mov for video and txt, doc, pdf are popular formats. The very famous formats for e-books are .epub, .pdf. Amazon kindle is a special type of E-book reader, its format is called .mobi. A Gujarati e-book can be made in any of these formats. .pdf is called 'Fixed Format' because the page size, font size is fixed in it from the beginning. If this file is attached to small screens like phone, the fonts look very small...and if it is enlarged to read, it only covers a small portion of the entire page. So .pdf file is more suitable to children books where picture are there; to technical books where figures, graphs, tables are to be adjusted to the written text. But the pages made for print should not directly be downloaded into .pdf; for that purpose a specially designed .pdf for e-book must be used. Sometimes printed pages are directly scanned and placed in the form of a picture, and it is named as e-book; but in such a version the text cannot remain live-editable-searchable. But very old, torned out, unavailable books and periodicals can be preserved by scanning into digitized from, but there must be digital index, catalogue must be added to them, otherwise they may turned to be only digital photo copy of the printed books. For the books of literature, ePub type of Free-flowable text files are very suitable. In the books made by using unicode font in Indian languages, maximum benefits can be available in our language also.

**PDF Format:**

If we read the .pdf files of printed pages as e-book, we may
(1) Feel the affinity of reading the original book. If the reader is large.
(2) Arrangement of pages, page numbers, running header-footer will remain as they are.
(3) If the pages are read on the smaller screen like that of phones the font looks very small. (4) and if, it is read by enlarging them it covers a limited portion of the whole page.

**ePub Format:**

In this type of E-book-
(1) Whether the instrument is large or small (like a phone), the type (font) seems the same.
(2) Instead of enlarging the whole page only type size can become large or small and accordingly the arrangement or alignment of lines, paragraphs and page automatically get adjusted.
(3) What are the benefits/merits of e-books?

Since decades we have been amicably familiar with the printed book, reading it holding in our hands. So we are not very eager to accept this new form of book on the screen. However, we should not close our doors of brain to welcome a change. We should think and see the things in wider perspective. We should not consider ‘printed book v/s e-book, but e-book along with printed book. So, let us have a glance at the benefits of e-books:

**MOBILITY:**

There is a proverb: ‘A book is like a garden in your pocket.’ This has come true with e-books. You can carry number of book in a small phone or in a big iPad or Tablet. Then it is as good as carrying and containing many gardens in your pocket! You can carry them along with you in the train, garden, waiting room, airport, plane, journey or in your home… Not only one or two books, but can have your entire library. In addition to this, there is a provision of online backup, so your library remains safe, in case of failure of computer or theft of phone. Sometimes your friends take your book and does not return it, and you have to do without it. But e-book can never be stolen.

Sending or getting a printed book through post or parcel from abroad costs more than its price, whereas e-book can be made available in any corner of the world as soon as it is published.

**SPACE SAVER:**

How many books can our small apartment flats or small houses...
can contain? There is limitation of space. Some books are to be preserved in the cupboard / on the book selves, but if we don't keep them clean, they gather dust, be comes old, its pages be cames pale, insects rats may spoil them... ultimately they get deteriorated, destroyed. ...This would not happen with e-books.

: CONVENIENCE & SAVING:
You can get number of books of your choice without going to the bookshelf and viewing and carrying them. It will save your time and energy, money and resources. E-books can be made available in your gadget without any excess cost except its price. The cost of e-book is lower than that of printed books, as there is no distribution expenditure. It will be more cheaper in future as its spread will be increased.

: UNAVAILABLE & COLOURED BOOKS:
The books which are out of print today cannot be ordered. No published can supply you such rare or old books, which are not there in the market. But some publishers have decided to make such books available in e-book form. Moreover, coloured printing is costlier and printing photograph is still costlier. So no publisher can afford to print them. But in e-book version coloured pictures can be brought in ample variety; so it will be more interesting and chapper also.

: Easy Readability:
The most advantageous benefit, which one can never ignore is, the easy readability and facilities while reading e-books. A printed book has specific size of page, font, page-setting, paper-choice, quality of printing, book-binding etc. Which depends on the printer or publisher and once it is fixed. It can never be changed. It becomes permanent. Whereas in e-book you can have your choice of font-size, back ground colour, page margin etc. and you can change them whenever you want. The same book can be read by two different readers as per their choice and convenience. The e-book readers have their back-lit screens, which helps you to read the book even in darkness. You need not bother whether the light is there on your head or not.

It is a general notion that such new inventions are new generation only, and it will not be suitable for older people. But it is seen that even aged people are having books, can't read small fonts etc. For them E-books are very convenient; with various facilities. They can enlarge the fonts, can keep the tablet in their lap and enjoy reading.

: Additional Benefits:
A Printed book can be spoiled in many ways. Its paper gets old, pale, readers mark, undertimes, turn the corners and so on. But e-book gives you certain additional benefits. You can highlight / underline words sentences; can find reference or meaning or location & frequency of a word in the text. You can reach your destined. Page and line with the help of contents / lists. And many other advantages are there in e-books.

It is said that 'Poetry is an art of ears' it becomes interesting only when in is heard, sung by a singer or the poet himself. This is possible in an e-book! You can not only listen to the poet / singer but can see its video also. You can know the perfect pronunciation of a word, tone, into nation, rhythm etc. Can be learnt and heard weel if the poem is in e-book. 'Read-aloud' type of e-books have recorded sounds. So we can say for Gujarati, that such e-books can save our own language from slipping into oblivion. Because its an audio-video instrument, it can present the language libely. Such e-books are available in Gujarati also.

Is there no risk of plagiarism, as it prevails in music and films? Will the writers of e-books, not be the sufferers?
E-books can be purchased at a price fixed by its publisher or distributor; or it can be hired at a nominal rate for a few days. Many e-books are available free of cost also. To avoid copying of such books, e-books can be made secure by DRM (Digital Rights Management) method. And such secured e-books can't be copied easily. ‘Amazon kindle’ and Apple ibooks use their specific DRM.

The Distribution management of e-books is done by computers only. So it is very much transparent and systematic, which protect the
How can e-book device be operated? It is complicated or easy?

We all are very much familiar with the use of mobile phones, don't we? It doesn't seem to be very complicated. Once we get the knowledge of operation of a device and then we practice it, it be comes very easy for us. Or wherever we face any problem, we may get anyone's help. In the case of e-books, it is the same story. Once you have to learn certain steps and then practice. You need internet to download the reader, to open your account and to download the e-book after purchasing it. But once an e-book comes in your library. You can carry and read the book wherever you want to read it, without internet connection.

Very interesting! Now how to begin with? Which are the gadgets to read an e-book?

1. On Your computer: On the windows or Mac, Laptop or Desktop on any type of computer download the e-book reader software.

2. On any smart phone or Tablet: Theredays most of the touch screen phones available in the market have this device. In addition to phone, camera, music, video, radio and various 'Apps' can be down loaded for multiple use. Ranging from 3 inches screen phone to 10 inch-screen tablets are available. You may download any appropriate 'App' for e-book reader, many of them are available 'free' in the market.

3. Dedicated Book Reader:

The above cited gadgets are multipurpose, one of their purposes is to read the e-book. But some specific gadgets are made to read e-books only. They are: Amazon kindle, Sony reader, Barns & Noble ‘Nook’, Kobo Reader etc. many of them are black and white, they are cheaper also. But the Gujarati language support is not there in these readers.

However, it is not proper to say that other gadget have 'Perfect Support' of Gujarati language. But in most of the appliances 'Unicode Fonts' are there, and the e-books made in it, can be read with most of the benefits. In the phones & Tablets of Computer and Samsung Gujarati typing can also be done.

Unicode Fonts have been universally accepted on computer since long. Many people uses it to write blog in Gujarati or to send e-mail in Gujarati. Some writers type their write-ups on their own. Till now it was not used in printing, but if it starts, any new book is ready for publication, it can parallelly be made available in e-book form also.

From where can we get the e-book? What has been done in Gujarati?

Thousands of e-books can be found. If you search on Internal some of them are 'free of coust' and some are 'paid'. Gujarati reading material is available on many blogs and online magazines. Many periodicals present their print-edition in PDF format. But what are known as 'E-books' they are made in 'Free flowing Form at' and in 'Unicode Font'. Project Gutenberg and Google has presented number of books free of cost, which have no copyright. Having been inspired by this, Ektra Foundation has started this activity in Gujarati language also. (www.ektrafoundation.org)

One web-portal (www.e-shabda.com) is created by Sygnate Infotech Pvt. Ltd., Ahmedabad to make e-books available sold on commercial level. In the first attempt Navjivan Trust, Image Publications Gujarat Granthatva Karyalaya & Santhak Prakashan have joined hands and more than joined hands and more than 400 e-books in Gujarati. This figure would increase day-by-day. So, in the days to come, you will have ample e-reading matter in Gujarati. You will have to select what to read…on the screen!

So, this is the Journey of words from Page to screen…from words to e-words !! Get ready e-shabda.com. [For more information: www.facebook.com/e-shabda. Ebooks aphpraAshar.]

Courtesy: Navjivan, May 2014
લોક્ય ક્રમે તેવા ક્રમે ક્રમાંક શ્રીલિફાલ હુંબર્ધ મહેશ્વર-ધમાલા ભાઇ

માનવજી મનુષ્ય તેના કર્મે ક્રમની વિવિધતામાં કેમકે કુંજ પલાવવામાં, સમાજમાં, રહ્સીય કર્મમાં, સેવકૃતી સંયોજન વગેરે જેવા ક્રમે કરતો તેવું કરે પોતે તો ભોગવા શે, પરંતુ તેમની ભારી પલાવવાને પણ ભોગવા પક્ષે શે.

જેનું હક્કારદ આપણા પભનાજ સમાજમાં, કલુલ, ફીની કેને પાછા કરે છે. તે પ્રેક્ષા સામાજકમાં મનુષ્યે વેરે છે, “જાણ લેવાને એ ક્રમ કરતા કે રામ જેવા ભગવાનની 14-14 વર્ષ વાવસ ભોગવો પક્ષે હતા. સાથે જનજાતિ સીધા પરિવર્તનને પણ વાવસ ભોગવો પક્ષે હતા. વધારે અને ઈલીયાની એ 14-14 વર્ષ વેરે ભગવાન ભોગવો પક્ષે હતો. તેમજ માતાની 14-14 વર્ષ અભ્યાસ વધાર (ફોડર સૂપરી નીયા દોડી એ રાખ કરને પાક્યુમ હતું. તો આ ક્રમે મનુષ્યે વેરે છે કે રામ જેબા જ ક્રમ કરતા કે કેની લોકના ભગવાનને "જાણ ભોગવા લેવા" તો પહોંચ પાછા મનુષ્ય કે જાણ ક્રમે શે. તેમજ ભારી ક્રમે કરેલે?

વધુ સમાજ ભગવાન મનુષ્યના ધક્લી જભી થી થોડા છતાં 'જાણ' ભગવાન મનુષ્ય પાત્ર પોતાની સૌથી અધિક શુભ્રમા અયાં અધિક શાકબાજ તવા પોતાના પિતાનું આ સૌથી બધુરી ન શકયા! તો આપેલ (માનવગા) શે હેઅે અનુભવ ક્રમ, પાણી, ક્રમે કરેલે?

માટે પ્રેક્ષા વાળો શે મનુષ્ય આપણે ક્રમે ક્રમ માનવજી માનવને હોણે તે રીત સંપૂર્ણ નિવૃત્તુ તો જ ભગવાન આપણે `અચાલકતામાં, સંક્રમાં` અયાં રાખ્યા કરતો શે. જેમાં દેશ માત્ર કંઈ નથી. અંતુ વધાર આપણે `માનવજીના હોસ્ટ મી'` લેવાનો આયોજન આવી ગયા છે. એ જ અહીં,

"વિશેષાતનો વારડો જ પાછો વારડો"

કન્સનામાંદ આં, ભાઈ નારાજા

એ ક્રમ, કંપોનની અર્થવા પદાર્થ વિવાના શિક્ષન લાએ રહાં, "યુવનાબી ભીમ પછીન અને અમદાવાદ ધરતી કાપ્ય શહજ ધરતી, પરંતુ આપણા પ્રોજેક્ટના વિવાના વધારે પ્રોજેક્ટ માટે પ્રોજેક્ટ લેખક શિક્ષિત હોય. તેથી વધારેના વધારે શિક્ષિત કરી રોકાય. 

અમી વધારે હેઅે ધરતી ભારત વિવાના વધારે પ્રોજેક્ટ લેખક શિક્ષિત કરી રોકાય. 

અમી વધારે હેઅે ધરતી ભારત વિવાના વધારે પ્રોજેક્ટ લેખક શિક્ષિત કરી રોકાય.

(કબતા)